Holmes Elementary School
Darien, CT

www.ScienceMadeFunSFBA.net

408.982.6710
• FUN At Home Experiments
• Science Trivia, Jokes & More

sciencemadefun

"High Touch High Tech should also
be called High Energy-High
Involvement and High Interaction.
The program related exactly to
student learning."
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C. Ablon
Forest Vista Elementary School
Lewisville ISD, Dallas, TX

"Our scientist was energetic and
truly knew how to keep the kids
engaged. She kept interest high, and
answered questions appropriately."
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High Touch High Tech of SFBA
Regional Programming Office
PO Box 3052
Saratoga, CA 95070
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Carolyn Miller, Kindergarten Teacher
First Lutheran School
Glendale, CA

"Really great! The children enjoyed it
and learned a lot. It's great to have
age-appropriate science programs
available."
Leakana Ly, 5th grade Lead Teacher
Gault St. Elementary
Van Nuys, CA
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ELEMENTARY
PROGRAM GUIDE

"Fantastic! The lesson was not just
educational, it was a lot of fun. My
students want to do this every week
now. Great program!"
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ATTENTION!

In-School Science Workshops
High Touch High Tech brings fun kids science experiments right to your classroom. We deliver in-school
"field trips" that transform your classroom into a Living Laboratory! Elementary students in grades K-5 can
become a real scientist and learn by doing totally fun and totally hands-on science experiments.

Please be prepared to provide the following
information when making your reservation:
- Number of classes
- Number of children per class
- Program Name
- Program Date
- Preferred Time for each 75-minute class

Our programs align with the new California Common Core standards for elementary education by
providing totally hands-on science activities while building science vocabulary and confidence for
standardized testing. Students learn best when they are involved in first-hand exploration and
investigation. Our hands-on science experiments allow students to make direct observations and to
manipulate materials and equipment that are safe and relevant to their lives. High Touch High Tech
programs provide students with the opportunity to interact with their peers, becoming science buddies,
share ideas and contribute to inquiry based discussions that support the way in which students naturally
learn.

For more information, please visit us at
www.ScienceMadeFunSFBA.net or contact
us at :

High Touch High Tech scientists are highly trained, enthusiastic educators that create an environment of
respect and integrity while encouraging students to reach their potential.

ph: 408.982.6710
Email: info@ScienceMadeFunSFBA.net

All equipment and materials are provided in the 75 minutes supply intensive, educational experience. The
students will receive educational hand outs and/or take home science experiments. We come to you
which means you don't need to hassle with paying for a bus or dealing with crowds of students from other
schools. Program fees are usually paid by Parents or PTA/PTO though programs may also be paid for
with grant dollars. Many programs can be adapted upon request to meet the needs of other grade levels.
* Call us for pricing information and more details.
* Student minimums and travel charges apply. Visit website for details.

HIGH TOUCH HIGH TECH • P.O. BOX 3052 • SARATOGA, CA 95070 • 408.982.6710. • www.ScienceMadeFunSFBA.net
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Hands-on Science That Comes To You!
Grade Levels K-2
Chem Fun©

Cycle Babble©

Earthworks©

Find out how much fun chemistry can be! Explore
chromatography as you watch colors separate
before your eyes. Make your own silly putty and
gummy candies as we learn REAL chemistry.

Explore the different stages of animal life cycles by
studying ladybugs, silkworms and spiders. Learn
which animals lay eggs and what each does to
protect them. Observe real eggs from various
animals!

Become a Geologist and explore the different layers
of the Earth. Make your own metamorphic hot rocks.
Get up close and personal with dirt! -that is study the
different types of soil and the uses for each. Learn
about gemstones and pan for your own collection!
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Extreme Scene©

Forces©

Get Buggy©

Journey through the earth’s extreme environments.
Have fun as we learn about deserts and see how
animals and plants such as cacti adapt to these
harsh climates. Learn about volcanoes, arctic
biomes and make a penguin!

Have a hands-on look at attraction and repulsion
forces using race cars and all sorts of interesting
things!

Become an Entomologist and get up close and
personal with the bug world. Learn the difference
between arachnids and insects. Learn how insects
communicate and see the world the way insects do.
Spin a web and make an insect you can eat!

Let’s Make Sense©

Magnet Makers©

Meteorology Madness©

Discover the 5 senses one sense at a time. Learn
how our pupils work, depth perception and
peripheral vision. Map our tongue and become taste
detectives. Use touch in our mystery Feely Bags,
have a smelling bee, listen to a fork sing!

Discover the properties of magnetism. Have FUN
as we uncover all the “attractive” facts. Make your
very own electromagnet and much more!

Study the Earth's atmosphere by building one of
your own! Discover wind chill effect; make heat go
up and down! Explore the greenhouse effect, touch
a cloud, relate to relative humidity, and more!

Our Living Planet©

Primarily Plants©

Scientifically Science©

Learn what makes our planet so unique! Become a
UV light detective, touch a cloud and build your own
biome. You will learn the reason for the seasons
and make your very own snow capped mountain!

Explore the world’s ecosystems, the five laws of
nature, different types of seeds & how they all play
their part in nature’s delicate balance. Discover
osmosis & diffusion and get a hands-on look while
extracting real chlorophyll! Feed the needs of seeds
as you build your very own greenhouse to keep!

Use scientific tools to make observations about
everyday objects in a whole new way! Investigate
interesting details about bugs, sharks, plants and
rocks. Perform chemical reactions to see how new
things are made. Explore the wonders of magnets!

Sounds Like Fun©

Wacky Water Workshop©

What's the Matter©

Learn about the different types of sound. Discover
what sounds actually are. Make sound travel
through different media. Build your very own ear
drum. Make salt dance and water fly.

Discover how cool water really is. Make water and
alcohol have a tug of war with food coloring
molecules! Stab a pencil through a plastic bag and
not spill a drop!

Find out what really matters. Have FUN as we
explore all different types of matter and mix them to
create various chemical reactions. Separate a
mixture using a solution, explore sublimation, and
make your own polymer!
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Grade Levels 3-5
All Systems Go©

Chemistry Sensations©

Cosmic Capers©

Bodies are amazing! Discover what some of the
systems in the human body can do by building your
own spine, observing how the digestive system
works and measuring our pulse after a great
workout!

Become a Chemist in this exciting program about
the elements! Study along side some great
scientists to discover the trends of the periodic table
and the properties of elements that make it up! Use
your new skills to tear apart chemical bonds!

Travel through space as we explore our solar
system and all the objects that orbit around our sun.
Touch a baby star, known as a nebula. Take a trip to
the moon with our water rocket launch!! Here you
can observe how the moon’s craters were made!

Dig It©

Earthscapades©

Edison's Workshop©

Become a geologist for a day! Learn about gems,
rocks, and minerals and the different layers of the
Earth. Then go back in time to the age of the
prospectors and go on your own gold dig. Pan for
your very own collection of gems!

Discover how waves, wind, water, and ice shape
and reshape Earth's land surface! Create an
‘eggs’-elent earthquake and erupt a violent volcano.
Explore the deep dark caverns of caves and how
water forms stalagmites and stalactites.

An electrifying program! Learn what electricity
actually is and the difference between static and
current electricity. Along the way, build a
series/parallel circuit, and experiment with
conductors and insulators.

Heat, Energee and Me©

Jurassic Classic©

Matter Matters©

Uncover the mysteries behind energy. Learn how
solar energy becomes radiant energy by making
your very own UV light bracelet. Tear water
molecules with sound waves to make a cloud. Make
your own silly putty in a chemical reaction!

Uncover the mysteries of the dinosaurs. Become a
paleontologist as we make our very own fossils.
Have FUN as we learn about the dinosaurs, DNA
and ourselves!

Discover phase changes of materials through
evaporation, condensation and electrification!!!
Observe physical and chemical properties of
materials as they change right before your eyes!
Capture a gas formed by mixing a solid and a liquid,
and build a density tower with water!

Newton in a Nutshell©

Space Case©

Survive and Thrive©

Step back in time to the days of Newton. Have a
hands-on look at inertia and motion. Discover gravity
and have FUN as we push, pull, and get the job
done!

Blast off into the Cosmos! Study the last frontier by
making your own comet and observing how stars
twinkle. Watch the Universe expand before your
very eyes and make an astrolabe, your very own
astronomer's tool to help you map and locate stars!

Learn how animals meet their needs. Discover
adaptations and how it helps animals survive in their
habitat. Explore camouflage and analyze the
predator/prey relationship. Learn about migration
with the Migration Maze! Build your own animal with
its own cool adaptations!

The Chain Gang©

The Power of Light©

Weather or Not©

Join the chain gang, the food chain gang that is!
Explore the five laws of nature that apply to the
world’s ecosystems. Have fun as we learn about
predator/prey relationships, and dissect real owl
pellets.

Discover what ROY G BIV is and its place in the
electromagnetic spectrum with our special science
glasses. Explore the amazing properties of light as
you refract light during our bubble atmospheres
experiment. Generate light through electricity by
building a simple circuit.

Become a meteorologist as you explore weather
systems. Learn about the Greenhouse effect, take a
look at the effect the oceans have on weather and
study extreme weather up close and personal with
our Tornado tubes!

"Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I understand. Involve me and I learn"- Ben Franklin

